PEGASUS TECH
A thoughtful evolution for automatic car washes

New design

Where form meets function.

The lateral displays reassure the customer that their vehicle is in the best hands;
a user-friendly interface means more repeat customers.

Pegasus Tech, a thoughtful evolution
for automatic car washes.
The

The displays placed on the front and rear of the system are no longer simple message
screens but promotional and customer-service tools, and encourage customer loyalty.

Tech system does not restrict system use;
pick-ups and ski boxes are no longer a problem.

The option of programming and combining a number of different wash
and dry functions means faster performance times and less energy
needed, saving money all around.

Satisfaction guaranteed: reliability means less maintenance
required compared to all other manufacturers.
Satisfaction guaranteed: Pegasus Tech was designed
to create an excellent return on investment.

Space savings

+30 cm

Maximum performance in minimum space.

Satisfaction guaranteed, to your customers as well.
Satisfaction guaranteed, most of all, for the quality of the investment.

WASH PERFORMANCE*
Premium

from 7 to 14 CARS/HOUR

Air Plus

from 8 to 16 CARS/HOUR

* Note: vehicle movements not included

The system’s small size means maximum space savings and the possibility
of installing into pre-existing or smaller space. Retractable foam-sprayers
save users 30 centimetres in space.
LARGE size works greater for larger-scale models like SUV’s and guarantees
quality and safety in self-service as well.

PICK-UP
SKI BOX
FREE

SMART
SHAPE

Wheel Master
Power and light-touch.

Tech (Ceccato Trademark)

Sensitive to shapes. A perfect touch.

Wheel Master is the system designed for washing the vehicles’ tyres,
sides and underside.

An intelligent, sensitive system. By way of a set of photocells,
and its unique silhouettes instantly
it memorizes
calibrating the washing and drying components into a smooth, even motion.
SMART SHAPE
(Smart Brush Control) system, so that pick-ups, ski-boxes, bike racks are no
problem at all, even in self service.
The wash cycle is safer and faster, for a thorough, complete clean.
CONSTANT WORKING DEPTH

Enhanced by a pair of high-pressure nozzles, in an ideal balance of power
and delicate-touch, Wheel Master provides a deep-down clean for even
the hardest-to-reach places.
Built entirely from stainless steel, it can be used in a variety of modes:
soap-spray only, brush only, high-pressure only, or in a combination of both.
Furthermore, Wheel Master guarantees a thorough wash by allowing
sprayed independently over an extended
period of time.

RoboWash (Ceccato Trademark)
Robo Wash is a rotating nozzle, situated on the side of the wheel-washers,
and allows for a complete wash of the underside of the vehicle
and the wheel areas.

+

RE-PASSING

Version

Versions

Premium

Air Plus (Ceccato Trademark)

Brush-stroke movement.

Synchronised movement for added value.

This version is distinguished by the horizontal action of the device, equipped with safety bars
along the sides, which carries out the pre-wash, wash and dry phases. The device follows along
which is memorised in real time. The movement is almost
like a brushstroke: smooth, even and effective, reassuring the customer of the highest attention to the
safety of their vehicle.
The freedom to program and optimize - a hallmark of all Pegasus Tech parts - the duplicate pass
cycles at high pressure, with emollient and during the drying phase, ensures a noticeable improvement
in wash times, making for a thorough clean.

TSD Turbo Side Dryer (Ceccato Trademark) Comes standard in PREMIUM version
Dryer at the highest degree.

TSD: the solution for eliminating
the “dead spot” typical of most
drying phases. In fact, often as
the vertical and horizontal currents
intersect, they create a vortex which
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TSD places itself between the two
currents, eliminating that vortex,
making for a perfectly dry vehicle.
The improved lateral dryer runs the
full height of the car, and features
increased motor power and a
noticeably quieter performance.
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The water and air rotating sprayers provides a winning solution for a
more complete wash and drying.
The high-pressure water follows the surfaces with an excellent cleaning
power, while the visual effect of the powerful water jets gives to the
The
and freely, moving it towards the drainage areas.
Result: a perfectly dry car.
The combined, in-sync action of the rotating/shifting motions
and the option of varying the speed make for an effective,
safe, and customer-approved wash/dry system.

ory

Intelligent wash

Emollient. High-pressure jets of water

More where you need it.

Intelligent distribution.

Doing the pre-wash phase, the control software allows users to, select one of two emollients
to spray, and to regulate their distribution across the surfaces of the vehicle. By the same token,
the medium - or high - pressure water jets can also be programmed and customised.
This precision-management of the sprayers allows for more powerful washing geared to the dirtiest
or most stubborn points on the vehicle.

A vehicle’s surface is not perfectly uniform.
Some areas need more power, some a lighter touch.

Pre Foam

Preventive protection.

combined with the degree of adaptability offered by
the control software allow you to program more
rollovers on the parts of the vehicles that with
the most stubborn stains or dirt, or in the harder
to dry places.

Ceccato intuition:
the dual action of foam and brushing.
A simple, effective tool to guarantee precision
and light-touch during the wash phases.

This means you get great attention to detail
and the highest degree of system control.

of the brushes as they move along the vehicle surfaces.

Multicolour

Heightened optimisation
Intelligent customisation.

The wash is a performance in itself.

+
A trademarked system allows for the use of a number of different-coloured emollients.
A visual progression that presents the entire spectrum of colours. An intense, almost theatrical display.
are proportional to the ability to personalise
the wash phases/ timing, and to combine
different functions (horizontal brush + wheel
washing + foam + lateral high-pressure).
Pegasus Tech is - and we can guarantee
this Car Wash market.
This means a greater number of operations,
passages.

Shine

Spray or foam.

Customers can select either a spray - or foam - mode
for the product. The spray shine is distributed
along with the air, and creates a soft cloud that
envelopes the vehicle. This mode is particularly
suited to systems located in a closed space.
The foam-shine version, unaffected by wind,
sun and weather in general, does not require
a pre-dry phase. In fact, the foam can be applied
faster application - two (or a maximum of three)
passages required instead of the usual four.
It brings together precision and time-savings.

EP D® (Environmental Product Declaration)

The interface
.

THE GREEN YARDSTICK

of the Pegasus Tech cycles to the user. Simple commands combined with intuitive
programming software make for an “intelligent”, easy-to-use wash system,
making all of its many options easy to access.

Green focus: a step ahead of the competition.

Activating the system

environmental impact.

.

The entire Pegasus Tech lifecycle, therefore, has been analysed, and Ceccato - has achieved this critical

The client interface must be user-friendly and simple. Programmable Chip Cards
or Keys are practical and accessible tools that help to encourage repeat customers.

on saving energy and protecting the environment.

E-Won (Optional)

Remote control.

A device connected via GPRS or ADSL that allows users to supervise the system, extract

Unit dimension / Technical data
The thoughness of the structure and the reliability of Pegasus Tech comes also from the
fact that this machine is assembled without any welding points.

Compact high-pressure pump rack

PEGASUS TECH STD

Added value.

mod.220

mod.240

PEGASUS TECH LARGE

mod.260

mod.220 mod.240 mod.260 mod.295

System width

3990 (including splash guards)

4290 (including splash guards)

The components that make up the system’s pump
function are assembled in-house,
with the aim of
.

System length

max 2055

max 2055

Maximum width of the passage

2400

2700

This allows for shorter installation times

Maximum vehicle width

2100

2400

System height

Maximum vehicle height
Maximum power absorption

3060

2200

3210

2350

3460

2600

17,5 kw (does not include requests for shining cloth and various pumps)

3060

2200

3210

2350

3460

3810

2600

2950

17,5 kw (does not include requests for shining cloth and various pumps)

STANDARD COLOUR TABLE

Speedy installation
A permanent added value.

To speed up installation times and to guarantee
the system will be up and running immediately,
each module and component is assembled
and subjected to rigorous tests in-house.

Standard

STRUCTURE

CLADDINGS

SPLASH GUARDS

WHITE RAL 7035

WHITE RAL 7035

GREY RAL 7016

Ceccato s.p.a.

via selva maiolo 5/7
36075 Alte Ceccato
di Montecchio Maggiore
Vicenza - Italy

t +39 0444 708 411
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info@ceccato.it
www.ceccato.it
Technical data are subject to variations; the Manufacturer reserves the right to update the documentation, without any obligation to inform
the customer about the changes. Pictures are not binding – for information only – subject to technical changes without prior notice.

